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How Do You Spell GD&T? 

Geometric 

Dimensioning 

& 

Tolerancing 



Why Are We Here? 

Many will believe that a class on Geometric 

Dimensioning and Tolerances is like taking high 

school English again. 

Those people are 100% correct. 

Learning GD&T is exactly like learning a new 

language.   



Tricks? 

Teaching people who don’t want 

to learn or think they don’t 

need to is a difficult task. 

Here’s some concepts that might 

help you teach / learn GD&T. 



The Standard 

ASME Y14.5M-1994 

• $145 per copy 

• Available on CD-ROM 

Very similar to ISO1101. 

Everything we talk about this 

morning is from the ASME 

standard. 



FOPRL? 

There are 14 GD&T control symbols. 

Normally these are grouped by related and unrelated 

features. 

Most GD&T lectures and the ASME standard start with 

Position, the most complicated control and then 

proceed on to some of the simpler controls.   

We will look at a technique that I developed based on 

a concept similar to the Periodic Table of Elements 

in Chemistry that groups the controls in a more 

logical manner. 



Periodic Table of Elements 

Chemists group 

elements to 

make predicting 

new elements 

easier and to 

allow other 

generalities. 

We will make use 

of a similar 

grouping for 

GD&T. 



Element Information 

In each element, the chart makers place information so 

someone “skilled in the arts” will have all the 

information they need to work with the element. 



FOPRL Chart 

I developed 

this chart 

after training 

several 

groups. 

It helps me to 

this day and 

has helped 

others. 



FOPRL Legend 

In each control, we place information so someone 

“skilled in the arts” will have all the information they 

need to work with the control. 



Five Kinds of Geometric Control 

All of these controls act just like they sound like: 

• Form 

• Orientation 

• Profile 

• Runout 

• Location 

This is how we get  

       F O P R L. 



Form Controls 

First kind of geometric control we look at is the 

simplest: Form. 

Form control is just like it sounds, they control 

the acceptable variance in the shape of a 

feature.  

There are four kinds of form control - I 

remember them by saying 2D-3D-2D-3D - 

let’s see why. 



Form 
Straightness 

What geometry is two 

dimensional and linear? 

•Answer: A straight line 

Let’s call the control of a 

straight line, the  

STRAIGHTNESS. 

The icon to represent a 

straight line would be a line: 



Form 
Flatness 

What geometry is three 

dimensional and linear? 

•Answer: A flat plane 

Let’s call the control of a flat 

plane, the  FLATNESS. 

The icon to represent a flat 

plane would be the shape of 

a plane: 



Form 
Circularity 

What geometry is two 

dimensional and rotary in 

nature? 

• Answer: A circle 

Let’s call the control of a circle, 

the  CIRCULARITY. 

The icon to represent a circle 

would be a circle: 



Form 
Cylindricity 

What geometry is three dimensional and rotary in 

nature? 

• Answer: A cylinder 

»Some people want to guess sphere – if 

you look at tolerance zones, we’ll see 

why cylinder is the correct answer. 

Let’s call the control of a cylinder, the  

CYLINDRICITY. 

The icon to represent a cylinder should be a 

“beer can” but instead it is: 

• More on why this makes sense later. 



Form Callouts 

2D 

2D 

3D 

3D 



FOPRL 
In Process 

We can cheat and see that there must be 

three orientation controls. 



Orientation Controls 

Second kind of geometric control we look at is the next 

simplest: Orientation. 

Orientation control is just like it sounds, they control the 

acceptable variance in the direction of a feature.  

There are three kinds of orientation control - I remember 

them thinking  about my arm swing from horizontal to 

vertical. 

Aerobics Time! 



Orientation Angles 

When your arm is horizontal, what is the angle it forms 

with the ground? 

• Zero, it is parallel with the ground. 

As you rotate you arm, the angle is some arbitrary 

angle. 

When your arm in pointing up, what is the angle it forms 

with the ground? 

• Ninety degrees, it is perpendicular with the ground.  

Since the ground is our reference, let’s call it a 

datum.  Datums are very important to GD&T 

communication and represent an entire chapter of 

the standard.  SolidWorks users like datums and 

accept this mathematical concept easily. 



Orientation 
Parallelism 

What orientation is at zero 

degrees from the 

reference? 

•Parallelism 

The icon to represent when 

things should be parallel 

would be a two parallel 

lines: 



Cylindricity Revisited 

Two dimensional rotational form control 

Circularity plus Parallel orientation of the 

sides equals three dimensional rotational 

form control Cylindricity. 

 

 
 

 It kind of all makes sense, doesn’t it? 



Orientation 
Angularity 

What orientation is any angle? 

•Answer: Angularity 

The icon to represent when 

two things are at an 

arbitrary angle looks like an 

angle from your high school 

geometry class: 



Orientation 
Perpendicularity 

What orientation is at ninety 

degrees from the 

reference? 

•Answer:  Perpendicularity 

The icon to represent when 

things should be 

perpendicular would be 

something that looks like: 



Orientation Callouts 



FOPRL 
In Process 

We can cheat and see that there must be 

two profile controls. 



Profile Controls 

Now let’s start looking at the complicated 

geometric controls:  

•Profile Controls. 

Profile control is just like it sounds. 

They control the acceptable variance in the 

profile of a feature. 

There are two kinds of profile control: 

• I remember them by thinking 2D-3D. 



Complex Profiles? 

Most people think of complex shapes like the contour 

of a car but the profile can be as simple as a line or 

circle. 

Inspectors love checking profile controlled features 

because they can place a clear overlay on the 

feature and simply say pass or fail.  

 



Optical Comparator 

“Shadow

-graph” 



Profile Control 
Line 

We call the two dimensional 

profile control “line profile” 

or “profile of a line”. 

•The line in question can 
be any shape, or any 
number of lines, arcs, or 
splines. 

The icon used to represent 

a line profile is:  
Don’t turn that 

frown upside 

down! 



Profile Control 
Surface 

We call the three dimensional 

profile control “surface 

profile” or “profile of a 

surface”. 

•The surface in question 
can be any shape, or any 
number of planes or 
surfaces. 

The icon used to represent a 

surface profile is : 



Profile Callout 



FOPRL 
In Process 

We can cheat and see that there must be 

two runout controls as well. 



Runout Controls 

Let’s continue looking at the complicated 

geometric controls: Runout Controls. 

Runout control is just like it sounds, they control 

the acceptable variance in a revolved feature. 

There are two kinds of profile control - I 

remember them by thinking 2D-3D. 

You getting tired of 2D-3D?  

Last time I use it, promise. 



Runout Control 
Circular 

We call the two dimensional runout 

control “circular runout”. 

The icon used to represent circular 

runout is: 

• Note this symbol looks like the 

needle from a dial indicator and 

that’s exactly how we measure it. 



Runout Control 
Total 

We call the three 

dimensional runout 

control “total runout”. 

This is a perfect time to 

talk about what we call 

the rotation of the dial 

indicator over a feature. 

The icon used to represent 

total runout is: 

 



To Fill or Not to Fill… 

The ASME Y14.5M standard says the arrow heads for can be filled or unfilled 

depending upon the CAD system or font you wish to use. 



Runout Callout 



FOPRL 
In Process 

How many location controls are there? 



Location Controls 

The last kind of geometric control we look at is the most 

complicated: Location. 

Location control is just like it sounds, they control the acceptable 

variance in the location of a feature. 

• These controls are so important that an entire chapter of the 
standard deals with these controls and entire multi-day 
seminars are based on understanding true position theory and 
practice.  

There are three kinds of location control - I have a hard time 

remembering the last two of these and don’t have a good way of 

helping you so it’s memorization time. 



Location 
Position 

The obvious location control for 
features is position.  

The icon to represent where a 

feature should be, we use a 

target symbol: 

This reminds me of one of my 
favorite military sayings: 

• Mechanical engineers build 
weapons. 

• Civil engineers build targets.  



Location 
Symmetry 

The first non-obvious location control 

is called symmetry. 

The icon to represent when two 

things should be symmetric is: 

• Note the icon shows a mirror 
reference line (the datum) and 
two little symmetric lines. 

I have never placed a symmetric tolerance 

on a drawing or checked a drawing that had 

it (correct).  Centerlines are another matter.  

Having said that, this is a powerful sketch 

constraint in SolidWorks – keep using it! 



Location 
Concentricity 

The second non-obvious location 

control is called concentricity. 

Most GD&T newbies love hearing 

about this symbol and are anxious to 

use it although they probably should 

be using runout 

Concentricity is hard to inspect. 

The icon to represent when two things 

should have the same center axis is: 

 To make matters worse, this is the 

assembly constraint in SolidWorks for 

revolved elements! 



Position Callout 



FOPRL 
In Process 



FOPRL Legend 

In each control, we place information so someone 

“skilled in the arts” will have all the information they 

need to work with the control. 



FOPRL Legend 

C 

Tolerance zones are by default either “total wide” or 

“full indicator movement” but some “total wide” 

tolerance zones can be changed to “cylindrical”. 

 We’ll leave this area of the FOPRL chart blank except 

for the controls that can have cylindrical tolerance 

zone and then we’ll put : 



FOPRL Legend 

D 

Three options: 

Datums not allowed 

Datums required 

Datums are allowed but not required is just left blank 



FOPRL Legend 

Z 

 

Between two cylinders 

Within a cylinder 

Within a sphere 

Full Indicator 

Movement 

Between two lines 

Between two 

planes 

Between two 

curves 

Between two 

curved surfaces 

Between two circles 



FOPRL Legend 

A 

Everyone turn in your standard to page 

number … 

Until you have a standard, you’ll just to 

trust me.  



FOPRL Legend 
m 



The Complete FOPRL Chart 



SolidWorks – Part Datums 



SolidWorks - Part Feature Control Frames 



SolidWorks - Drawing Datums 



SolidWorks-Drawing Feature Control Frames 



CAD/CAM Data 

Section 2.1: 

“If CAD/CAM database models are used and they do not 

include tolerances, then tolerances must be 

expressed outside of the database to reflect design 

requirements.” 

 

This section clearly states that models may 

include tolerances hence paving the way to 

eliminating conventional drawings someday! 



If you have any questions about 

this seminar or GD&T in general, 

please let me know at 

tallsup@anidatech.com or visit 

www.anidatech.com 

 

mailto:tallsup@anidatech.com

